Brook BW and POU
Disassembly/Basic Troubleshooting

To prevent issues on POU models always follow these
guidelines.
•

• Locate cold water supply line and install suitable access valve
with a ¼” outlet with shutoff. Connect 1/4” waterline to access
valve. Tag shutoff valve. • Install inline pressure regulator for
additional safety add a leak detector and always use locking clips on
JG type fitting • Connect filters to 1/4” waterline. Follow the
guidelines the filter manufacturer provides for flushing filters prior
to installation. Not flushing filters could result in clogged inlet
fitting screen on the float assembly.
• • Connect waterline to the water inlet fitting. • Slowly open access
water valve and allow cold reservoir to fill. Check for leaks while
cold reservoir fills. • Connect power cord to a three-pronged outlet.
Never break off the grounding prong on the power cord. Effective
June 15, 2012: UL recommends that this unit should be used with a
ground fault circuit interrupting type (GFCI).

Baffle
POU and Bottled Water Units

During transportation it is possible for the baffle assembly to
come loose. The baffle will float and can interfere with proper
electronic float operation. Prior to filling the reservoir with
water open the top lid, lift float assembly cover and verify the
baffle is installed.

Cabinet Removal

Lift lid assembly to gain access to communication
cables that need to be disconnected and screws that
will need to be removed.

Disconnect the communication cables from main PCB to the
dispense PCB on the lid assembly. The black connectors will
need to be pulled up thru the cabinet hole.

Cabinet Removal
Continued
Disconnect the LLDPE tubing from the float lid
assembly and remove the float assembly

There are 6 Phillips head screws (circled in red ) that
need to be removed. Once screws have been removed
remove the cooler lid assembly and cover.

Cabinet Removal
Continued
Communication cables need to be removed from
behind the storage clip

The red wires are for dispense lighting. There are 2
red wires disconnect them both.

Cabinet Removal
Continued

Disconnect the water feed tubes to dispense
solenoids and wiring .

Since cabinet will need to be laid on its side make sure to
drain the hot tank prior to laying cooler down to remove
screws from cabinet base plate.

Cabinet Removal
Continued

With cooler laid down on condenser remove the 6 screw
from the cabinet base plate. Stand cooler back up.

There are 8 screws that need to be removed that
secure cabinet to the chassis.

Cabinet Removal
Continued

Grab cabinet on each side lift up so cabinet pops out of
base plate than spread cabinet on bottom lift up and off.

To gain access to the Dispense PCB remove the 4
screws on bottom side of upper lid.

Dispense Solenoids
Left solenoid red wires hot dispense.
Right solenoid blue wires cold
dispense.
Connect meter leads to solenoid press
dispense button and check for 24vdc.
If voltage is present and no dispense
occurs replace solenoid.
If voltage not present replace dispense
PCB.

Cooler Part Identification
Troubleshooting
With the cover removed you now have access to the
Dispense PCB. This is a reliable board and normally will
not be replaced unless it has been damaged

The 120vac to 24vdc power supply is attached to the condenser. A
good indication that the power supply has failed no dispense
controls function or lights flicker. To determine power supply
failure check for 24vdc.

Cooler Part Identification
Troubleshooting
The reservoir fill pump is located above the compressor. It works in
conjunction with the electronic float assembly attached to the
float lid. Verify the electronic float assembly works properly 1st.
With float in down position 24vdc should be present at pump.

Cold water pump attached to the bottom of upper chassis shelf.
Operates off 24vdc. Receives signal from cold water dispense
button. Press cold water dispense button and check for 24vdc at
pump. If voltage is present and pump doesn’t work replace pump.

Cooler Part Identification
Troubleshooting
Hot water pump sits on upper self next to cold water
reservoir. Operates off 24vdc. Receives signal from hot water
dispense button. Press hot water dispense button and check
for 24vdc at pump. If voltage present and pump doesn’t work
replace pump.

Hot controls the high limit switch blue arrows operate off 120vac.
The center control NTC is resistance based. Check high limit
switches using an ohm meter to verify proper operation. Check
NTC resistance and match to a temperature resistance chart.

Cooler Part Identification
Troubleshooting
Cold water temperature is controlled by NTC resistance
based. . Check NTC resistance and match to a
temperature resistance chart

Relay overload located rear of compressor. (blue arrow). To gain
access it is easier to remove the upper condenser screws and gently
pull back on the condenser and pull off relay cover. If you suspect a
bad relay replace with a new relay

Cooler Part Identification
Troubleshooting
Main PCB is located in the metal box between the
upper and mid chassis plate.

To access the box it is suggested you remove the support
strut by removing the 6 screws. Remove the ground
wires and slide box out.

Testing Electronic Float Assembly
Wear sanitary gloves if performing this test in the field.
To verify proper operation float must be tested in the lower
position (shown in lower position)and upper position. Verify the
blue clip is in place to keep float from going to high in the reservoir.
Follow the black harness from float assembly to the 1st disconnect
and unplug for testing.

There are 3 wires in the cable black, yellow, and red.
With the float in down position verify continuity between the black
and yellow wires.
With the float in up position verify continuity between black and
red.
If either fails replace the float assembly.

Water Supply Solenoid
POU Version
Located in the filter compartment
attached to rear of filter rail. Solenoid
is 24vdc and opened closed by the
electronic float located in the cold
water reservoir. As float in reservoir
drops 24vdc is applied to the solenoid
valve opens and water is added. Once
proper water level is reached power is
disconnected and the solenoid closes..
To trouble shoot verify electronic float
works correctly and 24vdc is supplied.
If voltage present replace solenoid.
Always flush filters properly to prevent
trash from keeping the solenois open.

Leak Detector POU
Version
Located at the base of the filter
compartment is a leak detector.
Design is simple 2 screws each
connected to a wire. If a filter should
start to leak water will collect in the
tray which closes a circuit and Leak
light will start to flash.
Note: After determining cause of leak
and repairing it wipe up all water
collected in the bottom of cooler. To
reset the leak detector press and hold
the Leak Button for 5 to 10 seconds to
reset it.

